Spatially separated particles with similar sizes give rise to diffraction patterns that can be similar to single particle diffraction patterns. Such patterns will pass the first filter as their central speckle can be approximated with a spheroid model. We identified these multiple hits from the presence of cross-terms in the autocorrelation. The autocorrelation was obtained by Fourier transforming the intensity pattern. Maskedout pixels were filled in with intensity estimates from the spheroid model. In the autocorrelation domain, rows and columns were normalised by their median value to enhance contrast in the cross-terms and to suppress pixel correlations related to the read-out process of the detector. Finally, normalising the values radially by the median value, suppressed ringing in the vicinity of the self-terms. In the resulting image, the number of pixels that exceeded an empirically defined threshold was used as a score to discriminate multiple hits from single particle hits.
Section 2: Retrieval of particle size and hit intensity.
We estimated the particle diameter from the semi-diameters of the spheroid fitted to the pattern as d=2(2a+c)/3. We assumed that the particles had an electron density 0.322 Å -3 corresponding to an atomic composition H 23 C 3 NO 10 S and a density of 1 g/cm 3 (ref.
2), and used these values to obtain the hit intensity for each particle. Centre coordinates of the pattern were determined by finding the position, which best fulfils Friedel's symmetry (this is a valid assumption for particles smaller than 210 nm along the direction of the X-ray beam at 1.131 nm wavelength). Out-of-plane rotations were unconstrained by the measurements. We constrained the rotational freedom of the particles to in-plane rotations because most of our particles were more or less spherical or only slightly elongated. Finally, we estimated the free parameters by non-linear least square regression using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
We refer to the formula from Hamzeh 46 for small-angle far-field diffraction from a uniform spheroid. The spheroid is an ellipsoid of revolution whose shape is described by the two parameters a and c denoting the semi-diameters orthogonal to and along the axis of revolution, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Two Euler angles θ and φ describe the orientation by consecutive rotation with respect to the x-axis (out-ofplane rotation) and the z-axis (in-plane rotation). For scattered photons of wavelength λ the intensity distribution I(q) can be expressed by a function of the transversal components q x and q y of the scattering vector q=k 1 -k 0 with |k 0 |=|k 1 |=2π/λ.
where S is a scaling factor, r 0 denotes the classical electron radius, Ω denotes the solid angle of integration,
and g(q) = q y cosθ cosφ − q x cosθ sinφ q 2 . The scaling factor S=I 0 ρ e 2 depends on two quantities, the intensity I 0 of the incoming wave ("hit intensity") and the electron density ρ e =0.322 Å -3 of the particle.
Section 3: Fourier ring correlation and image splitting
We calculate the Fourier ring correlation (FRC, refs. 40-43) to guard against overfitting our reconstructions to noise. FRC is calculated from two independent reconstructions extracted from the same diffraction pattern as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 . We divided the pixels of each pattern into two sets by going through every super-pixel (i.e. set of native pixels to be combined to a down-sampled pixel) and selecting 8 pixels at random, which we then averaged and assigned to the first image. We then averaged the remaining pixels and assigned the values to the second image. In the end the two reconstructed images are 4-times down-sampled versions of the starting reconstructions and their source pixels are independent and complementary.
We used the following algorithm to obtain 2 independent images from the same diffraction pattern (Supplementary Fig. 2 ):
1. Divide the input image into 4x4 super-pixels. 
